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Infrared light is a electromagnetic radiation with longer wavelengths than those of visible light, extending from the 

nominal red edge of the visible spectrum at 0.74 micrometres to 0.3 mm. This range of wavelengths corresponds to 

a frequency range of approximately 430 down to 1 THz, and includes most of the thermal radiation emitted by 

objects near room temperature. Infrared light is emitted or absorbed by molecules when they change their rotation-

al-vibrational movements. 

Infrared light is used in industrial, scientific, and medical applications. Night-vision devices using infrared illumi-

nation allow people or animals to be observed without the observer being detected. In astronomy, imaging at 

infrared wavelengths allows observation of objects obscured by interstellar dust. Infrared imaging cameras are 

used to detect heat loss in insulated systems, to observe changing blood flow in the skin, and to detect overheating 

of electrical apparatus. 

Infrared imaging is used extensively for military and civilian purposes. Military applications include target acqui-

sition, surveillance, night vision, homing and tracking. Non-military uses include thermal efficiency analysis, en-

vironmental monitoring, industrial facility inspections, remote temperature sensing, short-ranged wireless commu-

nication, spectroscopy, and weather forecasting. Infrared astronomy uses sensor-equipped telescopes to penetrate 

dusty regions of space, such as molecular clouds; detect objects such as planets, and to view highly red-shifted 

objects from the early days of the universe. 

In this special issue, we intend to invite front-line researchers and authors to submit original research and review 

articles on exploring Infrared Technology and Applications. 

Authors should read over the journal’s Author’s Guidelines carefully before submission, Prospective authors 

should submit an electronic copy of their complete manuscript through the journal Paper Submission System. 

Please kindly notice that the “Special Issue’’ under your manuscript title is supposed to be specified and the re-

search field “Special Issue — Infrared Technology and Applications” should be chosen during your submis-

sion. 

According to the following timetable: 

Manuscript Due July 11st, 2013 

Publication Date August 2013 

Special Issue Editor 
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